Jordan, as well as many other countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, has experienced a significant increase of peak load and annual electricity demand within the last decade due to a strong growth of economy and population. The peak load of Jordan's interconnected system has more than doubled from about 1.200 MW in the year 2000 to 2.650 MW in 2010, which is equivalent to an average growth rate of 8 % per year. The electricity generated per year increased within the same time frame from 7.375 GWh/a to 14.683 GWh/a\(^1\). The observed strong escalation of both, peak load and annual electricity demand, will continue in the upcoming years resulting in a peak load of about 5.000 MW and an annual electricity demand of about 31.000 GWh/a in the year 2020. Taking into account decommissioning of some existing power plants, Jordan has to install up to 3.000 MW of new firm power generation capacity within the next decade in order to keep up with the strongly increasing electricity demand and maintaining the security of electricity supply\(^2\).

Today, Jordan's existing power plant portfolio is highly dominated by fossil fuel-fired conventional power plants burning natural gas, heavy fuel oil and Diesel, which have a total installed capacity of about 3.500 MW. Contrary, the recent share of renewable energy (RE) technologies within Jordan's existing power plant portfolio can be almost neglected representing only 0.5 % of the total installed capacity\(^3\). Since conventional oil and gas reserves are very limited in Jordan, electricity supply depends almost totally on fossil fuel imports. In 2010, Jordan imported about 96 % of its primary energy from abroad at a cost of nearly one-fourth of the gross domestic product\(^4\). Before 2003, when the second Iraq war started, electricity was generated more or less exclusively by imported oil from Iraq at which a portion was for free and the rest at about one-third of the world market price. When oil supply from Iraq was halted at the outset of the war, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates stepped in. In addition, from 2003 on, natural gas was imported from Egypt on a large-scale via the Arab Gas Pipeline at a cost well below market prices. In 2010, annual natural gas imports have been in the range of 3 billion m\(^3\) whereby 80 % of the annual electricity demand was covered. However, since the resignation of Hosni Mubarak the prices for natural gas were not only increased but also the Arab Gas Pipeline, which supplies
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besides Jordan also Israel and Syria, has been attacked several times. Therefore, Jordan has had to increase its oil imports significantly. Since nowadays, Jordan imports oil for a price just slightly below world market prices and world market prices remain on a very high level, electricity generation costs have increased significantly and cause painful burden on Jordan’s national budget\(^5\).

Due to the high fuel cost, an increase of electricity rates is on the cards within the next months. Recently, the National Electric Power Company (NEPCO) warned that its budget deficit has reached “critical levels”, according to energy officials\(^6\). The future challenges for Jordan’s electricity authorities have become obvious in recent years. Reliable electricity supply at reasonable prices is a key factor for Jordan in order to ensure future economic development. Therefore, electricity sector authorities are looking for solutions to keep up with the increasing electricity demand and to make Jordan more independent from fossil fuel imports and its associated high risk of price volatility and availability.

Due to the outstanding potential of especially solar but also wind resources in Jordan, the large-scale deployment of RE technologies for power generation has the potential to play a major role in order to solve the challen-
ges of Jordan’s electricity sector. On the one hand, using RE technologies will decrease Jordan’s dependence from fossil fuel imports and therefore the risk of fuel shortages due to failure of fuel supply from non-domestic sources. On the other hand, due to the relatively low and stable power generation costs of RE technologies at favorable sites like in Jordan, RE technologies will significantly absorb the escalation of future electricity generation costs of Jordan’s power plant portfolio and serve therefore in some extent as an insurance against increasing fossil fuel prices. In addition, the large-scale deployment of RE technologies will create thousands of jobs that will contribute to the economic development of Jordan.

Jordan’s electricity authorities have identified the potential of RE technologies and passed the “Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Law (REEL) 2012” in April 2012 that requires the national electric utility to purchase generation from RE technologies. In December of 2012, as a response of the REEL, the Electricity Regulatory Commission has introduced feed-in-tariffs for RE technologies in order to trigger investments of the private sector into the deployment of RE technologies. Such type of support scheme for RE technologies is also used in Germany within its “Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG)”. In the same time when support schemes for RE technologies were introduced the Jordan parliament decided to cancel the plans for constructing nuclear power plants.

When transforming Jordan’s energy portfolio towards RE technologies, the concentrating solar power (CSP) technology will have a key role due to the large primary resource potential and its technical characteristics, especially its capability to provide firm capacity and flexible power on demand. CSP plants consist of the three major components solar thermal collector field, thermal energy storage and conventional thermal power block. The power block is usually a conventional air-cooled Rankine-cycle together with a fossil fuel- or biofuel-fired back-up boiler. Whereas power generation by photovoltaic (PV) systems and wind turbines is directly linked to the temporal availability of the respective fluctuating primary energy resource (non-dispatchable technologies), power generation of CSP plants can be decoupled from the temporal availability of the solar resource due to the utilization of the storage system and the back-up boiler. The thermal energy collected by the solar field can be either used directly to run the steam turbine or can be fully or partially stored in the storage system for power generation after sunset or cloudy periods during the day. The back-up boiler can generate steam in cases when no solar energy is available and the storage system is empty due to longer sunless periods. Thus, CSP plants can provide firm and flexible power generation capacity and deliver dispatchable power on demand in the same way as conventional fossil fuel-fired power plants but producing about 90 % of its annual electricity output by solar.

Figure 3: Power generation in Jordan in a selected summer week for the years 2012, 2017 and 2022 according to the results of the Jordan case study. RE technologies are integrated step-by-step whereby Jordan’s dependence on fossil fuel imports is significantly reduced, security of electricity supply is maintained and total power generation costs are minimized.
energy. Due to their characteristics, CSP plants are highly suitable for balancing out daily load and the fluctuating power generation of PV systems and wind power plants and are therefore important to enable a large share of RE in the future electricity mix.

The electricity generation potential for renewable energy in Jordan is outstanding. For example, even after excluding all areas that are not suitable for siting CSP plants, the annual electricity generation potential of this solar power technology is more than 6,000 TWh/a which is several orders of magnitude higher than Jordan’s electricity demand in the year 2050 which is expected to be in the range of 50 TWh/a.

Within a recent case study, the Department of System Analysis and Technology Assessment of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) has developed a ten-year-roadmap for the optimized integration of RE technologies into Jordan’s existing power plant portfolio. For this purpose, the optimization tool REMix-CEM (Renewable Energy Mix – Capacity Expansion Model) was applied which optimizes the capacity expansion of both, RE and conventional power generation technologies, and minimizes total costs of electricity supply while conserving security of electricity supply at any time. The analysis shows that CSP, PV and onshore wind power, due to the excellent solar and wind resources, are already competitive today in certain load segments of Jordan’s electricity sector. Each of these technologies has specific characteristics that determine their application within the electricity system. For instance, PV and wind power serve as cheap “fossil fuel savers” within the peak load and base load segment. The CSP technology, as a dispatchable RE technology, delivers strongly required firm and flexible power generation capacity and has, due to its constant generation costs over the depreciation time, a significant advantage against other dispatchable technologies that require fossil fuel. Therefore, the CSP technology has the potential to become the back-bone of the future electricity sector in Jordan. Under the applied assumptions, the least cost option for Jordan’s electricity sector is to introduce 2,200 MW of CSP, 2,100 MW of utility-scale PV and 1,000 MW of onshore wind power capacity until 2022. Following such a least-cost strategy, Jordan could increase the share of power generation by domestic RE technologies from about 0.3 % in 2012 to more than 47 % in the year 2022.

A strategy for the market introduction of renewable energy and especially concentrating solar power plants in the Middle East and North Africa will not necessarily require considerable subsidization and will not constitute a significant burden for electricity consumers in the region. Due to the huge solar resources in Jordan and the MENA countries and significant improvements in renewable energy and power transmission technologies an EU-MENA energy partnership may generate the same integrative power as the once established European Coal and Steel Community “Montan Union” in the 50ties of the last century for Europe.
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Here in Aqaba, in the far south of Jordan, very often there is a strong seaward wind from the Wadi Araba; this shows the high potential of wind resources in the country.
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